APOSTOLIC LETTER
ISSUED MOTU PROPRIO
OF THE SUPREME PONTIFF
FRANCIS
ON THE JURISDICTION OF JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES OF VATICAN CITY STATE
IN CRIMINAL MATTERS
In our times, the common good is increasingly threatened by transnational organized crime, the
improper use of the markets and of the economy, as well as by terrorism.
It is therefore necessary for the international community to adopt adequate legal instruments to prevent
and counter criminal activities, by promoting international judicial cooperation on criminal matters.
In ratifying numerous international conventions in these areas, and acting also on behalf of Vatican City
State, the Holy See has constantly maintained that such agreements are effective means to prevent
criminal activities that threaten human dignity, the common good and peace.
With a view to renewing the Apostolic See’s commitment to cooperate to these ends, by means of this
Apostolic Letter issued Motu Proprio, I establish that:
1. The competent Judicial Authorities of Vatican City State shall also exercise penal jurisdiction over:
a) crimes committed against the security, the fundamental interests or the patrimony of the Holy See;
b) crimes referred to:
- in Vatican City State Law No. VIII, of 11 July 2013, containing Supplementary Norms on Criminal Law
Matters;
- in Vatican City State Law No. IX, of 11 July 2013, containing Amendments to the Criminal Code and the
Criminal Procedure Code;
when such crimes are committed by the persons referred to in paragraph 3 below, in the exercise of their
functions;
c) any other crime whose prosecution is required by an international agreement ratified by the Holy See,
if the perpetrator is physically present in the territory of Vatican City State and has not been extradited.
2. The crimes referred to in paragraph 1 are to be judged pursuant to the criminal law in force in Vatican
City State at the time of their commission, without prejudice to the general principles of the legal system
on the temporal application of criminal laws.
3. For the purposes of Vatican criminal law, the following persons are deemed “public officials”:

a) members, officials and personnel of the various organs of the Roman Curia and of the Institutions
connected to it.
b) papal legates and diplomatic personnel of the Holy See.
c) those persons who serve as representatives, managers or directors, as well as persons who even de
facto manage or exercise control over the entities directly dependent on the Holy See and listed in the
registry of canonical juridical persons kept by the Governorate of Vatican City State;
d) any other person holding an administrative or judicial mandate in the Holy See, permanent or
temporary, paid or unpaid, irrespective of that person’s seniority.
4. The jurisdiction referred to in paragraph 1 comprises also the administrative liability of juridical
persons arising from crimes, as regulated by Vatican City State laws.
5. When the same matters are prosecuted in other States, the provisions in force in Vatican City State on
concurrent jurisdiction shall apply.
6. The content of article 23 of Law No. CXIX of 21 November 1987, which approves the Judicial Order of
Vatican City State remains in force.
This I decide and establish, anything to the contrary notwithstanding.
I establish that this Apostolic Letter issued Motu Proprio will be promulgated by its publication in
L’Osservatore Romano, entering into force on 1 September 2013.
Given in Rome, at the Apostolic Palace, on 11 July 2013, the first of my Pontificate.
FRANCISCUS

I, who shall not be with LEGAL name hereby proclaim to all with unclean hands;
Be it now known that all words/spellings upon/within this document shall be of my will and intent only,
without assumption/presumption on/of/by/for any/all concerned where my free will choice shall never
be trespassed where my intent is my intent and no other’s;
Whereas a great fraud has been revealed and is laid bare where unclean hands are now in the light for
all to see where any/all with unclean hands must judge only self, toto genere;
Whereas non-disclosure has intent to defraud in that act, any/all contracts of body, mind, soul are null
and void, nunc pro tunc, praeterea, praeterea, praeterea ab initio, ad infinitum in this willful intent to
commit fraud by omission and/or commission where others and all are concerned and;
Whereas threat of force perceived or real is proof of intent inasmuch as aiding and abetting in this fraud
and where assumption and presumption is concerned, thus destroyed and whereby one is known by
their actions of that/their willful intent either knowingly or in ignorance of the Divine laws under which
all stand and;
Whereas all signatures, contracts, assumptions, presumptions etc. et al are rendered null and void ab
initio inasmuch as all are in contempt/fraud where the CROWN owned and COPYRIGHT name/s WILFRED
WILLIAM THOMPSON, PAULINE ANNABELLE THOMPSON nee COCHRANE, WILFRED KEITH THOMPSON,
KAREN MICHELLE THOMPSON, EMILY HELENE THOMPSON, HILARY ANN THOMPSON, SUSANNE
CAROLYN HERTENDY, MARJORIE JUNE THOMPSON nee ADAMS are concerned and;
Whereas the intent to commit fraud via deceptions/deceptios and willful non-disclosure of truths where
intent to enslave all humanity/mankind by church/state in this intent is exposed fully whereby one's
actions make one known and;
Whereas all names registered are, in fact, property of the CROWN/VATICAN, all matters pertaining to
such names registered and the use thereof render all parties fraudulent/in contempt via willful intent to
deceive and/or ignorance of use where all matters of church/state remain matters of church/state where
use of the name/s registered are concerned and where/when third party interloping is evident by my use
or anyone's use of stated registered names and;
Whereas it is not my intent to commit fraud or any contemptible/contempt able acts, it is also my equal
intent to never aid and abet any other living soul via willfully knowing or ignorance on/in their/my part
and any use of or claim made using the aforementioned name/s will render such attempt an act of fraud
by willful commission and;
Whereas any/all use of church/state identification based upon these/all CROWN COPYRIGHT name/s or
any variation/s thereof render/s the user in fraud absolute via their ignorance and by omission of
disclosure of/by church/state and;

Whereas any/all claims made by any/all parties/agents/living souls upon another willfully or in ignorance
to do so is guilty of fraud in that action by commission and/or omission of bearing false witness and is in
contempt of church/state/self and is willfully aiding and abetting fraudulent deception/deceptios
whereupon judgment is rendered upon any/all agents of church/state/self by the very action of claiming
via CROWN COPYRIGHT fraud and;
Inasmuch as intent (spirit) must be proven where all are concerned, it is now incumbent upon the
church/state that the willful intent to commit fraud ab initio is without intent to do so. With prior
knowledge, the agents/clergy/BAR members/all bound by oaths etc. et al to/of/for/by/with church/state
did/do willfully deceive humanity and is, by the actions of all bound to church/state by oaths
sworn/taken/given judged by/of/in all acts of harm upon any/all harmed and;
Whereas fraudulent intent of all bound to church/state entities/Id-entities/living souls/principalities is
visible via omission and/or commission by the actions of harm/intent to harm of/for/by all beings using a
NAME in fraud ab initio, all claims made/ coerced/assumed/presumed etc. et al are, in fact fraudulent at
source of/for/by all claiming any/all legal NAME(S)/fictional id-entities/titles etc. et al and/or thus any/all
forms/aliases and are of/by/for the criminal intent to do so using the intellectual property of another
living soul/spirit or dead fictional entity where I am toto genere, spirit, mind, body and;
Furthermore, to engage in such intently destructive acts of harm/deception/theft/coercion etc. et al
against another via any/all means is shown by one’s actions and need never be judged whereby the act is
the judge in/of itself, judge not lest ye be judged where assumption/presumption cannot/does not/will
not exist after the act itself and;
Furthermore, any/all REGISTRATION/REGISTERING/REGISTER by omission and/or commission where full
disclosure is not evident, the intent of church/state/any/all claiming such association/joinder by means
of willful oaths, signatures (cursive), titles, etc. et al are, in fact, willful acts of pre-determined fraud
knowingly or unknowingly where wrongful obligation(s)/curse(s) has/is/was the intent where
obligation(s) is/are re-placed back upon those who knowingly and/or in ignorance of their fraud do so ab
initio, ad infinitum, nunc pro tunc, praeterea, praeterea, praeterea and;
Furthermore, it is/was never my intent to willfully use the property of another whereas any/all things
REGISTER-ED are, in fact, claimed to be such intellectual property of another, namely
church/state/CROWN where my Mother and Father (deceased), unknowingly were, in ignorance, aided
and abetted of their consent into such church/state contracts, be they all forms physical (phi-psicull)/spiritual/mental and;
Furthermore, I place the onus (own-us) back upon/re-turn to any/all beings by virtue of their oaths etc.
et al and self-judged in their acts, any/all obligations created by any/all contracts where all contracts
entered into based on this fraud/original sin/intent to de-fraud are nullified/null and void ab initio, ad
infinitum nunc pro tunc and;

Furthermore, all obligations upon myself created via this fraud are void inasmuch as the
perceived/assumed/presumed gift, without consideration of any all NAME(S) is concerned in that a
BOND/DEBT was/is/has been created in the form of a BIRTH CERTIFICATE with an assigned DEBT, not
value, where I was assumed/presumed to be that value without/void of my willful consent where it
was/is/has been the willful intent of/by/for all parties initiating such acts of obligation upon this, their
DEBT and;
Whereas intent is clearly visible by any/all who engage in acts of commerce (Whore of Babylon) using
the NAME (mark of the beast) is/was/has been/will be acting in fraud and creating harm/cannibalism
against their fellow humans/beings since all fiat currency is based upon aforementioned BONDS and is
guilty of human being trafficking of the highest order and in defiance of creation where consumption
ensues and;
Whereas the willful intent from any/all willful associates/members/oathed beings of
church/state/CROWN is evidentiary proof of/by/for any/all acts perpetrated against another where
any/all REGISTERED NAMES are concerned inasmuch as non-disclosure by aforementioned was never
given/offered where aiding and abetting in fraud is the intent and where any/all aforementioned have
unclean hands accordingly and;
Whereas any/all REGISTERED “things/possessions” are, in fact, property of the
church/court/state/CROWN (copyright) where any claim made by any/all not oathed to the
aforementioned are matters of church/court/state/CROWN inasmuch as willful trespass and enticement
into slavery via third party interloping into such matters that do not concern me, the one who shall not
be of NAME where my own customary calling is mine and shall never be given and;
Furthermore, by means of this BIRTH CERTIFICATE (long form/short form) deception/nondisclosure/willful act of fraud, the only DOCUMENT(S) ever willfully given as proof of intent to commit
fraud/aid and abet fraud by/of/for church/court/state/CROWN etc. et al and all oathed/bonded to
willfully to such titles/fictions/corporations where the claim is also made that the aforementioned take
on the role of perceived parens patriea (embodiment of state) and have/are, in fact,
kidnapped/abused/harmed any/all who have been fraudulently claimed to be a “ward of admiralty”
where the Mother is fiduciary, Father is beneficiary ab initio and;
Whereas the rites of both Mother/Father have been stolen via non-disclosure and willful intent as
proofed by actions of those, by oath/willful application(s) any/all claiming to be of/for/by
church/court/state/CROWN in the form of BIRTH CERTIFICATE(S)/license’s/marriages/FAMILY
NAME(S)/taxes/registrations etc. et al ab initio therefore;

Is it the/your willful intent of this/you of/for/by/in church/court/state/CROWN etc. et al beings
living/dead fictions to coerce, by force or deceptive means, to have me incriminate myself where I am in
full knowledge of this dual fraud where willful intent to do so makes me/you guilty ab initio by claiming
to own/be something that is/was/has never been mine/yours to be/claim?;

Is it your ( by oath entity) intent to aid and abet the furtherance of this fraud/cannibalism/child
kidnapping/human trafficking/theft etc. et al via fictitious ACTS/LEGISLATION etc. et al by/of/for dead
entities by/for/of dead entities (dead carrying out the dead) where I am one of the living versus a
fictional dead entity created by/for/of the church/court/state/CROWN by enticing me via
force/coercion/deception to be a surety for the church/state/court/CROWN created debt(s)?;
Whereas any/all fraud by virtue of its intent and creation remains as such, regardless of length of time
taken for such any/all frauds to be exposed, all contracts are null and void upon its discovery where a
fraud revealed is, in fact, null and void, ab initio, nunc pro tunc where all energies stolen in any/all forms
shall be re-turned where the intent to commit fraud against me has been/is/will be with INTENT;
It is not/has never been/never will be my intent to willfully and knowingly commit fraud where mis-takes
in ignorance by commission and/or omission are pre-sent and where any/all acts of mine are not in
contempt(with temptation) of anyone/anything where any being choosing willfully to contempt me is
now with intent to do so. All contracts/documents/signatures/agreements etc. et al are now null and
void where any/all DEBT created by church/state/court/CROWN is forgiven/re-turned from whence it
was created (forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors) where I am the non-contracting living with
the debt BOND id-entity that is the property/responsibility (re-spawns-ability) of that/those which
created it;
It is furthermore the obligation of any/all oathed beings of/by/for the church/state/court/CROWN to
return my energy/creations/life-force stolen via this original sin/intent to de-fraud my Mother and Father
where they aided and abetted in my own fraud by means of deception/non-disclosure where your
unclean hands are/have been concerned. I seek no vengeance, I offer no judgments and return the
obligations of debts/forgiveness to those who would/have deceived me where a crime against all
humanity has been/is being perpetrated with willful intent in the light for all to see;

By one’s actions one is known and in-stantly judged in/of/for/by such actions
where the intent is laid bare for all to see in/of/by/for any/all such actions
whereas all/any beings willfully by/for/of commission/omission are held and
bound judged of themselves. Act accordingly, lest ye be judged in/of/for/by
oneself/yourself fully toto genere.

DID YOU KNOW YOU'RE A CRIMINAL? .......
*Please note: these are FACTS, not theories. Attention "Freemen on the Land/Sovereignty guru's,
Sovereign "citizens, patriots, humanity in general etc.......
1. If you use or claim to use/own the NAME you think is yours but isn't because it was GIVEN to the CROWN
CORPORATION/church/state by your parents at birth?
2. If you claim OWNERSHIP of anything REGISTERED because ALL things/people REGISTERED are PROPERTY OF THE
CROWN.
3. You are automatically deemed a thief if you claim ANYTHING/EVERYTHING that has the NAME you claim
fraudulently as yours on a REGISTRATION/OWNERSHIP and why COURTS and POLICE can and will "steal" what you
think are your belongings but aren't and actually are only reclaiming what was willfully GIVEN to the CROWN, their
master. A BIRTH CERTIFICATE CANNOT be used for IDENTIFICATION and ANYONE can ORDER a COPY of YOUR BIRTH
CERTIFICATE with minimal information.
4. You are a morally and sexually depraved criminal if you carry a LICENSE of any kind. License comes from the word
"Licentious" and it has proof of your FALSE IMPERSONATION NAME you claim in fraud on it.
5. The courts have YOU automatically in DISHONOUR if you claim the NAME you think is you and you become
SURETY for the BOND created in that NAME called a BIRTH CERTIFICATE and you do so WILFULLY in ignorance.
JOINDER/LIABILITY on YOU can only be created when YOU claim THEIR legal NAME that THEY, the CROWN owns
and NO COURT can touch you if you don't. The Name is the pin on the hand grenade that THEY are terrified of, so
pull it.
6. Only BAR members (Lawyers/judges) have RIGHT of COPYRIGHT use to maintain their "honour" in the courtroom
and why those claiming to be a NAME REPRESENTING "themselves" CANNOT be heard because YOU are deemed
DEAD; Dead men tell no tales.
7. All bank accounts, mortgages, loans, businesses, children, MARRIAGES/DIVORCES etc. REGISTERED/CREATED in
the NAME you think is you are actually PROPERTY of the CROWN and any attempt to claim them is a wilful and
ignorant ACT of FRAUD and all things contained within these CONTRACTS are CHURCH/STATE/CROWN PROPERTY.
8. All IDENTIFICATION created from the BIRTH CERTIFICATE NAME you think is yours is FALSE IMPERSONATION and
FALSE IDENTITY using the PROPERTY of the CROWN without permission and is a CAPITAL OFFENSE. Anyone claiming
to be a NON-BAR member TITLE such as a Police Officer is actually FALSE IMPERSONATION two-fold because they
don't have RIGHT OF COPYRIGHT USE like everyone else.
9. This FRAUD from the CROWN CORPORATION is EASILY dispelled and REVERSED by exposing the CROWN
CORPORATION's (owners thereof) INTENT to DECEIVE/AID AND ABET humanity into FRAUD via ignorance of these
CONTRACT facts.
For further information please visit: http://kateofgaia.wordpress.com and see "kate's writings" of "The Long

and Short of it" and "I, who Shall Not Be Named" for starters. There are many other works there to
expose the "How" humanity got enslaved AND the way to get out of it. This Pill will be the hardest one in
your life to swallow but not nearly as choking as to the system that literally owns you, lock, stock and
barrel.

Did You Know……? by kate of gaia
ATTENTION UPU/POSTAL OFFICE/GENERAL PUBLIC SERVANT/EMPLOYEES ETC…..
1. All MAIL that comes to ANY address is deemed CONTRACT, not an OFFER by virtue of its willing acceptance by
having a MAILBOX/ADDRESS/POSTAL CODE.
2. By having a MAILBOX/ADDRESS/POSTAL CODE you are accepting ALL CONTRACTS as binding when they are SENT,
not when received. All MAIL is deemed CONTRACT.
3. ALL FRAUD begins and ends with CLAIMING/USING any/all NAMES that are CROWN COPYRIGHTED intellectual
property until the INTENT of the CROWN to deceive is exposed and reversed with "I, Who Shall Not Be Named"
document served into any court file/registry office.
4. All Post Office stations worldwide fall under the UPU jurisdiction which is VATICAN CITY,STATE owned with its
courts at The Hague and headed by the Pope. All MAIL dealings are CHURCH/Spiritual CONTRACTS and are binding
upon ASSUMED/PRESUMED ACCEPTANCE. Do you have a mailbox/address? If so, you are bound by
ASSUMED/PRESUMED ACCEPTANCE via JOINDER to NAME/CLAIMANT.
5. All COUNTRIES are REGISTERED/CROWN owned corporations by virtue of contract through DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA, STATE/UNITED NATIONS and were controlled by the UNHOLY ALLIANCE of CHURCH/STATE aka VATICAN
CITY, STATE and CITY OF LONDON, STATE and all fall under the UPU jurisdiction.
6. All countries/nations that have a BAR member operated COURT are CROWN owned jurisdictions and any/all
lands contained are CROWN PROPERTY/jurisdiction by virtue of the consent of the people via ignorance of the
governments they vote for/ruled by.
7. All PUBLIC OFFICIALS that are non-BAR members are with “UNCLEAN HANDS” and acting in fraud by virtue of
fraudulently using CROWN COPYRIGHTED intellectual property without permission via first, their NAME/CLAIMANT
slave status and second, the FALSE IMPERSONATION of TITLE/OFFICE whereas all BAR members are guilty by
COMMISSION/OMISSION knowingly aiding and abetting this fraud against humanity enticing the living into
SLAVERY/BONDAGE/BONDSERVANT via deception with INTENT.
8. Any/All POST OFFICE EMPLOYEES/AGENTS/STAFF etc. are GUILTY of AIDING AND ABETTING in FRAUD as the
enablers of MAIL FRAUD first by having UNCLEAN HANDS by virtue of using a NAME/FALSE
IMPERSONATION/IDENTIFICATION FRAUD claimed as their own and, secondly via the FALSE IMPERSONATION
(UNIFORMED) as the aforementioned STATUS of POSTAL EMPLOYEE etc. The INTENT to AID AND ABET MAIL FRAUD
is proven by virtue of the OFFICES built to enable DELIVERY/DE-LIVERY and profit from these crimes via paychecks
received based on the money created via the BIRTH CERTIFICATE/DEBENTURE BOND/ENTICEMENT TO
SLAVERY/BONDSERVANT STATUS/DEAD LEGAL FICTION CROWN COPYRIGHTED AND OWNED NAME
therein/thereon.
For more detailed information as to your criminal status, please visit http://kateofgaia.wordpress.com and pop by
the “kate’s writings” page. If you are a non- TEMPLE BAR MEMBER, CITY OF LONDON, STATE FOREIGN AGENT, you
are guilty of FRAUD and the BAR SOCIETY is using YOU to enslave humanity, yourself included. It’s hard to win any
game when your opponent has you convinced to shoot goals into your own net. Nifty trick eh? A gentle reminder
that all the money you think your making is based on yours and humanity’s SLAVE BONDS. This is the true deal with
the devil and your soul obviously has a price since you cash in every payday to prove it.

ATTENTION: LEGAL DEPARTMENT
To Whom It May Concern:
*Please Note: I, the living, am fully aware that any/all claims made concerning a CROWN CORPORATION
OWNED NAME is, in fact, an admission of FRAUD where FALSE IMPERSONATION is concerned and is a
CAPITAL CRIME to do so,
1. Inasmuch as YOU, the sender, have mailed something under ASSUMPTION/PRESUMPTION OF LAW
that I, the living, am somehow RELATED to the CROWN COPYRIGHTED NAME REGISTERED at birth is, in
fact AIDING AND ABETTING another into FRAUD should I accept;
2. Any/All things/items mailed are, in fact CONTRACTS inasmuch as ACCEPTANCE IS
ASSUMED/PRESUMED due to a UPU/VATICAN CITY, STATE POSTAL CODE ADDRESS/OPEN MAILBOX
ACCESS involved and attached to the CROWN OWNED NAME that is not me/my PROPERTY where it is
INTENT TO COMMIT ENTICEMENT TO SLAVERY on you, the senders part, of INTENT to COMMIT
FRAUDULENT JOINDER as such and, for which YOU are fully liable in your current SLAVE STATUS;
3. You, the SENDER are, in fact, acting in fraud by virtue of a NAME/TITLE/OFFICE you are
IMPERSONATING and are engaging in a deliberate attempt to AID AND ABET FRAUD with “UNCLEAN
HANDS” where acting in good faith is instantly removed henceforth/heretofore and are CRIMINALLY
LIABLE and GUILTY of/for the INTENT to do so knowingly/unknowingly;
4. Further continuance of your attempts to procure JOINDER via deceptive measures
knowingly/unknowingly render PROOF OF INTENT to do so whereas the rightful owner of any/all LEGAL
NAME/S, namely the CROWN CORPORATION, CITY OF LONDON, STATE, TEMPLE B.A.R owns all/any
LIABILITY for any/all REGISTERED CORPORATIONS/LEGAL PERSONS etc. et al;
5. Any/all furtherance/pursuit of LEGAL JOINDER/ENTICEMENT TO SLAVERY/FALSE IMPERSONATION is
and, shall henceforth, be deemed INTENT to do so via MAIL FRAUD whereas the NAME you are seeking
is a FICTIONAL CORPORATE LEGAL ENTITY and PROPERTY OF THE CROWN CORPORATION under
COPYRIGHT;
6. Any/all attempts/acts of use of COPYRIGHTED, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY is, in fact, a CRIME OF
COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT against the legal owners of any/all aforementioned
assumptions/presumptions of NAME fraudulently claimed by you/enticed of another.
Please contact the rightful owner of this CORPORATE DEBT LIABILITY to settle any/all legal accounts you
falsely believe to be mine, the living where the ORIGINAL INTENT to deceive via non-disclosure belongs
solely to CROWN CORPORATION, CITY OF LONDON, STATE, TEMPLE B.A.R. LORD MAYOR (BOTH
ELECTED/APPOINTED MAYORS), CITY OF LONDON. Have a nice day!
I, who shall not be named.

ATTENTION: HOSPITAL REGISTRY staff, REGISTRARS, CLERKS and all takers of NAMES etc....
DID YOU KNOW.......
1. By forcing, coercing, convincing, threatening and all manner of intimidation etc. Mothers and Fathers to REGISTER their children, YOU are, in
FACT, AIDING AND ABETTING all Mothers and Fathers into FRAUD via theirs and your ignorance of the SLAVERY SYSTEM of the CROWN
CORPORATION and are GUILTY as such?
2. That once a child is REGISTERED, the CHILD, by association with that REGISTERED NAME, is assumed and presumed a BOND DEBTOR/SLAVE
and is LEGALLY OWNED by the CROWN CORPORATION if that child ever uses that NAME in acts of COMMERCE/IDENTIFICATION?
3. That because you are, in FACT, also using a CROWN COPYRIGHTED NAME, LEGALLY REGISTERED as such, YOU have "UNCLEAN HANDS" and are
GUILTY of FRAUD by using, affixing, claiming etc. a NAME you BELIEVE to be yours when, in FACT, it isn't and never was yours to use AFTER it was
REGISTERED by YOUR parents?
4. Every REGISTRATION FRAUD you commit knowingly/unknowingly makes you GUILTY of ENTICEMENT INTO SLAVERY, AIDING AND ABETTING
ANOTHER INTO FRAUD etc. and renders an innocent child a DEBTSERVANT/BONDSMAN/SLAVE for the rest of their lives or until this
FRAUDULENT ACT is reversed?
5. By claiming YOUR NAME as yours you are GUILTY of FALSE IMPERSONATION and even more so if you claim any/all TITLES/OFFICES
(MR./MRS./CLERK/HEAD NURSE/REGISTRAR etc.) with any/all IDENTIFICATION that creates JOINDER with the NAME you do NOT own/have any
rights to?
6. Any/All use of IDENTIFICATION created from the BIRTH CERTIFICATE renders any/all users of that CROWN COPYRIGHTED PROPERTY/NAME
guilty of FRAUD/FALSE IMPERSONATION from the instant that NAME is REGISTERED until DEATH/FRAUD REVEALED?
7. A BIRTH CERTIFICATE is, in FACT, a DEATH CERTIFICATE creating a DEAD LEGAL FICTION upon its creation and it renders any/all
users/CLAIMANTS/DEFENDANTS/AFFIANTS etc. GUILTY of FALSE IMPERSONATION and in immediate DISHONOUR in the eyes of ALL CROWN
OWNED AND OPERATED COURTS OF ADMIRALTY (PHOENICIAN LAW MERCHANTS) whereupon any/all FINES/CHARGES/LIENS/LEVIES/PROPERTY
ETC. are automatically under OWNERSHIP of the CROWN CORPORATION where the UNAUTHORISED USER of such NAMES is fully LIABLE?
8. That YOU, are inflicting a lifetime of SERVITUDE upon all children/people YOU REGISTER whereupon a BOND is created, typically in the range
of ONE MILLION dollars, creating the DEBT against the life and PERFORMANCE (BOND) of the one that is REGISTERED and whereupon ALL
MONEY is thereby created?
9. You are an enabler of a SLAVE SYSTEM OF HUMANITY and are GUILTY with every child you REGISTER (to rule, divine feminine creation
translated) whereupon the true G.I.F.T. (Gamete Intra-Fallopian Transfer) given up is the very life essence of the one being REGISTERED where
the GUILT is maximized with any/all coercion, intimidation, threats, deception etc. YOU attempt to enforce REGISTRATION against any/all beings
who do not wish to REGISTER their children?
Look in the mirror and see the criminal that you are, whether you knew this or not but now that you do, you have a choice. You can continue to
commit these CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY for some filthy lucre called money upon which a souls' value is placed or you can begin to heal these
FRAUDS VIA DECEPTIOS by waking up to this very real situation. You, and all people with REGISTERED NAMES are PROPERTY OF THE CROWN
CORPORATION/BONDSERVANT/SERVITUDE SLAVE and it would be in the interest of all parties concerned with the exception of any/all TEMPLE
BAR MEMBERS (BRITISH ACCREDITED REGISTRY) AGENTS OF THE CITY OF LONDON, STATE who are the ones that created and profit from the
SERVITUDE of a system they created and YOU AID AND ABET the FRAUDS to uphold it. You can research these facts for yourself because I know
you will find it difficult to comprehend the magnitude of your crimes every time you REGISTER a child. As a first step, go and try to procure
ANY/ALL GOVERNMENT IDENTIFICATION without a BIRTH CERTIFICATE. Typically, a passport is the best start whereupon all other forms of
IDENTIFICATION need a GOVERNMENT ISSUED I.D. Given that the BIRTH CERTIFICATE is NOT to be used for identification purposes and is, in fact,
a CRIME to do so, you may begin here to ask yourself why? For further information on this please feel free to visit my website
http://kateofgaia.wordpress.com and pop by the "kate's writings" page. Now you know and are fully obligated to act upon truth because to do
otherwise only proves your fraudulent programmed nature. Have a nice day!

ATTENTION: LAW/BY-LAW ENFORCEMENT, MILITARY etc.
Did you know that?..........
1. You have oathed your living soul to a dead, fictional CORPORATION namely the CROWN CORPORATION, CITY OF
LONDON, STATE and are, in fact, a FOREIGN COMBATANT and ENEMY OF THE STATE wherever you live outside of
aforementioned "Square Mile"/CITY OF LONDON, STATE?
2. By virtue of you claiming to be the NAME on the BIRTH CERTIFICATE, you are, in fact, committing FRAUD and
furthermore, AIDING AND ABETTING/ENTICING INTO SLAVERY every living soul you demand a NAME from
inasmuch as they too are committing FRAUD via COMMISSION/OMISSION of this fact through ignorance of it?
3. You are, in fact, committing the CRIME of FALSE IMPERSONATION by wearing the very uniform of a FALSE
IMPERSONATION separate from your true, living self?
4. The very MASTERS you serve consider you "dogs" (dogtags ring a bell?) and will use you until your usefulness
runs out and YOU become "collateral damage" like those that you kill, steal from, rape, entice into slavery etc. et al
in the everyday "execution of your duties"?
5. The very people you are being told are your enemy are actually the ones trying to awaken you and the rest of
humanity to the crimes you are committing knowingly/unknowingly by/for your MASTERS where you are
guaranteeing your own slavery inasmuch as the very NAME you think of as you is a DEAD, CORPORATE
FICTION/BOND/CORPORATION that is the PROPERTY OF THE CROWN CORPORATION that renders you and all NONTEMPLE B.A.R. MEMBERS/humanity D.O.A./DEAD ON ARRIVAL when you're/we're born?
6. That "I was just following orders" is not a DEFENCE from/of Universal Law whereby YOU are FULLY
RESPONSIBLE/known by/for your actions of ALL injury you in-gage/in pledge in knowingly/unknowingly by/for
COMMISSION/OMISSION of any/all CRIMES you perpetrate where, by virtue of your "UNCLEAN HANDS" STATUS,
everything you do in the EXECUTION OF YOUR DUTIES is, in fact, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY?
7. Inasmuch as YOU are not a TEMPLE B.A.R. (BRITISH ACCREDITED REGISTRY) MEMBER, YOU are like the rest of
humanity where using/claiming/acting as the NAME REGISTERED to the CROWN CORPORATION and all the ORDERS
you give/receive are, in fact, done so in FRAUD under FALSE IMPERSONATION which is a CAPITAL CRIME and every
ACTION you partake in, you do so for the benefit of your fellow NON-B.A.R. MEMBER humanity such as family,
friends, kin etc. who are as ENSLAVED as YOU where you are AIDING AND ABETTING in that ENTICEMENT TO
SLAVERY which is a CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY.
Yes, you are the enablers of those that control YOU and the lives of your family and those of every family on the
face of this Earth. While the concepts may not be immediately visible, it is merely important to me to make YOU
aware of your crimes of commission/omission where ignorance of these FACTS are known to you now rendering
you WILFULLY CONSENTING where ignorance isn’t, never was nor ever will be a position of defense. Every act you
continue to do make you the “undertakers” of Humanity, as a whole. Every ticket you write, every life you take,
every home you help steal only shows clearly that your soul is for sale inasmuch as you do all these things for
money that was created on the BIRTH CERTIFICATE/SOUL BOND rendering you as much a vampire as those you
serve. You are the DEAD, CARRYING OUT THE DEAD. By your actions, YOU are known. For more PROOF of this
reality pop by http://kateofgaia.wordpress.com It might be an idea to bring a mirror with you to ask yourself WHO
YOU REALLY ARE. It’s time you rose above your “dogs for the elite” status non?

ATTENTION: Any/All BANK STAFF/EMPLOYEES/MANAGERS/LOANS OFFICERS etc.
YOU are committing FRAUD with "UNCLEAN HANDS" under FALSE IMPERSONATION and AIDING/ABETTING FRAUD, ENTICEMENT TO SLAVERY,
DECEPTION VIA NON-DISCLOSURE and countless other crimes knowingly/unknowingly by/for/of COMMISSION/OMISSION in the daily activities
you refer to as "just doing my job".
Please note, what you are about to read will defy your belief whereas the facts prove your LIABILITY/CULPABILITY in EVERY TRANSACTION you
partake in. Also note that any/all references to the CROWN are applicable WORLDWIDE regardless of borders, nations etc. inasmuch as all
COURTS are CROWN jurisdiction and any/all REGISTRATIONS are, in fact, PROPERTY OF THE CROWN CORPORATION, TEMPLE B.A.R. CITY OF
LONDON, STATE (the "Square Mile"
1. Any/All ACCOUNTS are, in fact CROWN CORPORATION PROPERTY and do NOT belong to you or anyone that has FRAUDULENTLY used a NAME
they believed to be theirs where it was GIVEN up willingly/unwillingly at the time of BIRTH REGISTRATION via the BIRTH CERTIFICATE and is the
"sole" property of the CROWN CORPORATION, CITY OF LONDON ,STATE and COPYRIGHTED creating a DEBT BOND upon YOU.
2. Any/All LOANS/LIENS/MORTGAGES (Mort-Gage = death pledge en Francais), ACCOUNTS, BILLS, FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS, INVESTMENTS etc.
et al are, in fact, FRAUDULENT DOCUMENTS when any/all CROWN OWNED/COPYRIGHTED NAME/S are used without the express permission of
its owner that is the "sole" property of the CROWN CORPORATION, CITY OF LONDON ,STATE as REGISTERED, thus SURRENDERED wholly to the
CROWN by you/your parents etc. et al.
3. Any/All IDENTIFICATION (passports, license’s, age of majority, student ID etc. et al) based on the BIRTH CERTIFICATE is, in fact FALSE
IMPERSONATION which is a CAPITAL CRIME whereas it is the only document ever willfully sent by ANY/ALL GOVERNMENTS to AID/ABET,
DECEPTION VIA NON-DISCLOSURE any/all REGISTRANTS, PROPERTY OF THE CROWN and places you in immediate FRAUD/DISHONOUR as a
result of procuring any/all documents deemed IDENTIFICATION by using CROWN PROPERTY to do so. A "LICENSE", from "licentious" proclaims
one to be "a sexually and morally depraved criminal by definition and thus ARRESTABLE by virtue of claiming one or having any/all
GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID-ENTITY/IDENTIFICATION.
4. There is no such thing as a "DEFENCE" lawyer inasmuch as ALL TEMPLE B.A.R. MEMBERS have sworn an OATH OF ALLEGIANCE to the CROWN
first and foremost and senior to any/all agreements made with non-TEMPLE B.A.R. members WHEREAS the CROWN must be protected at all
costs regardless of perceived justice/injustice where CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY are involved. People do not "win" in court, they are "selected"
to keep the "I can win the lottery" illusion, and thus, their system, operating.
5. You are GUILTY of FRAUD ABSOLUTE by knowingly/unknowingly AIDING AND ABETTING people into SIGNING/CONTRACTING all manner of
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS inasmuch as both PARTIES involved are FRAUDULENTLY claiming ownership of a REGISTERED NAME that belongs to
the CROWN as REGISTERED. Any/All things REGISTERED such as your home, cars, investments, accounts, businesses, children etc. are PROPERTY
OF THE CROWN upon the instant they are REGISTERED and they can be "STOLEN", in HONOUR, as a result of REGISTRATION/S.
6. YOU are LIABLE, in your living form for any/all CONTRACTS/LOANS/FORECLOSURES etc. et al that YOU have SIGNED your NAME to and any/all
people YOU have AIDED AND ABETTED in these FRAUDULENT ACTIONS where any/all IMMUNITY from these crimes has been removed effective
September 1st, 2013 via the APOSTOLIC LETTER (MOTU PROPRIA) of POPE FRANCIS where ROMAN CURIA, the basis under which any/all
CORPORATIONS are created is removed.
The simple truth is this. Many of you had or have no idea what you have been doing in the day to day nature of your "job" but ignorance is not a
defense of/from any laws. There is no "STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS" on FRAUD where "A fraud revealed is null and void, nunc pro tunc (now for
then)". While you may not comprehend certain terms in this document, it's best that you get up to speed because I and countless others do
know and we're coming for all the things stolen from us via YOUR aiding and abetting crimes against humanity. There is nowhere left to hide and
that includes anything you consider your assets. You now have a choice; to continue committing FRAUD KNOWINGLY or be a part of the
backlash from the countless millions coming on line with this truth now. I advise further reading on my website http://kateofgaia.wordpress.com
Please note, I made a judge bow once with far less knowledge and I have the video evidence to prove it along with hundreds of millions of
others who saw it too. Everything you need to know is on my website: NOW CHOOSE. Have a nice day, kate* p.s. My family was kidnapped at
gunpoint, my home stolen along with my car, truck and tens of thousands of dollars of personal items/money stolen, 28 days solitary
confinement of my life robbed, life savings/production stolen and my family destroyed as a result etc. by you and the armed thugs called police
that are the dogs for the masters you serve. Ask me if I'm motivated?. The worst part? You got screwed too and you too gave up your children to
slavery by REGISTERING them like everyone else. * non-REGISTERED signet, under MY SEAL.

